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ABSTRACT
Based on the notions of locality and recognizability for n—dimensional languages n-
dimensionally colourable 1-dimensional languages are introduced. It is shown: A lan-
guage L is in NP if and only if L is n—dimensionally colourable for some n. An analogous
characterization in terms of deterministic n—dimensional colourability is obtained for
P. The addition of one unbounded dimension for colouring leads to a characterization
of PSPACE.
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1. Introduction

McNaughton & Papert [21] show that a 1-dimensional language is regular iff it is
recognizable, i. e. if it consists of the words which positions can be coloured so that
the colouring respects the letters and obeys a given finite set of neighbourhood con-
straints. Giammarresi & Restivo [9] define 2-dimensional recognizable languages the
same way, now with 2—dimensional neighbourhood constraints. Their definition can
immediately be generalized to n-dimensional words. Based on that definition in this
paper n—dimensionallg colourable 1-dimensional languages are defined as the languages
consisting of the words whose n-tuples of positions (instead of just positions) can be
coloured so that the colouring respects the letters and obeys a given set of neighbour-
hood constraints. It is shown as the main result: A language L is in NP if and only
if L is n—dimensionally colourable for some n.
For the proof the following equivalent characterization of the n—dimensionally

colourable languages is used: They can be shown to be the languages
consisting of the frontiers (see Figure 4) of recognizable n—dimensional
cubes. Latteux & Simplot [17] define this notion of frontier for the
2-dimensional case and show that the context—sensitive languages are the languages
given by frontiers of recognizable 2-dimensional words (any 2-dimensional words, not
just 2—dimensional cubes = squares), rediscovering an unpublished result of Sper-
ber [28]. Giammarresi [12] modifies the definition of Latteux & Simplot [17] and
introduces the bounded grid context sensitive languages Bgrid-CS. The definition of


